"Dear FCC,

How in this day and age can you justify this type of structure? It's unethical and stunts the Americana ways that built the radio stations in the first place. Why even have the Hall of Fame or National Award for musicians if you have to buy your way to the top? This is again, unethical to say the least. Almost criminal.

It is a form of Monopoly on the music industry. With no Accountability on the radio stations for fair practices and good faith in business. It is time for the FCC to stop courting the large corporations only. Sure they should get some market share but not the whole pie. If you allow this consolidation you are on the border of Anti Trust laws that could lead to huge law suits over time. Imagine a class action suit from all the songwriters out there after you implement such a consideration. That will happen, there will be no other recourse for Artists than to take it back in a different way. It's time for in good faith and fair business practices to come back to the table. It is ruining the quality of music being funneled in by corporations.